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Contact & Submissions

Before requesting to have your

film reviewed, please make sure

to read the Film Submission

Film Reviews: Behind the XXX

(2010) - By Duane L. Martin

Posted on Wednesday, February 02,

2011 @ 01:44:47 Mountain Standard

Time by Duane

Ok, I

promised

to review

this DVD,

but I'm

not going

to waste

a whole

lot of time

on this

one.

Basically,

Behind the XXX is a behind the

scenes look at various adult video

shoots. That's it. So why am I not

going to waste much time on this

one? Because it's not really a film. All

it really is, as I just said, is a bunch of

behind the scenes clips from various

porn shoots.

Now, if this had been done as an

actual documentary, it might have

been interesting. Unfortunately, it

wasn't. What it essentially is, is a

collection of clips shot during the

production of various porn scenes.

So basically, one guy with a camera,

shooting another guy with a camera,

shooting porn scenes. Mixed in with

these clips, are segments of them

talking to the people in the shoots.

Not really interviews per se, more like

conversations on camera.

Frankly, this release is a rather

boring waste of time. For the few bits

here and there that are a semi-

interesting, it's just not even remotely
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to read the Film Submission

FAQ in the Submission Info

section and then contact the

editor to request the review and

get the shipping address.

Rogue Cinema is always on the

lookout for new writers to join our

regular staff of volunteers. If you

would like to join the Rogue

Cinema team, check out the

Submission FAQ and then

contact the editor to discuss your

proposed submission(s).

Shade Rupe's Dark Stars Rising

Check out this review of Shade

Rupe''s Dark Stars Rising, and

then head on over to Amazon

and pick yourself up a copy!

Nic Brown's Blood Curse

interesting, it's just not even remotely

worth the fifteen bucks they're asking

for it. Honestly, this one should be

relegated to being in one of those $1

DVD boxes they have at Wal Mart

sometimes, only Wal Mart wouldn't

carry something like this.

Conclusion: Skip it.

This disc is available from MVD

Entertainment Group here.

Wednesday, February 02, 2011 @

01:44:47 Mountain Standard Time
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Be sure to check out Nic Brown's

great Werewolf for Hire series!

You can find out all about it at

http://www.werewolfforhire.com
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